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We report the development of a tomographic image alignment method, based on the moment of charge
density, for three-dimensional �3D� coherent diffraction microscopy. By using a 3D model system, we dem-
onstrate that the moment of charge density improves the alignment accuracy over the conventional cross-
correlation method. Better results are also obtained when we apply this method to the alignment of 27
experimental projections from a GaN-Ga2O3 quantum dot nanoparticle.
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Coherent diffraction microscopy is a lensless imaging
technique in which the coherent diffraction pattern of a non-
crystalline specimen is measured and then directly phased by
the oversampling phasing algorithm.1 Since its first experi-
mental demonstration in 1999,2 coherent diffraction micros-
copy has been successfully applied to imaging of a variety of
samples, ranging from nanoparticles, nanocrystals, biomate-
rials, whole cells, and single viruses to carbon nanotubes by
using x rays, electrons, high-harmonic generation sources,
and soft x-ray lasers.3–22 An important direction of coherent
diffraction microscopy is to perform quantitative three-
dimensional �3D� imaging of materials and biological speci-
mens at high resolutions. Currently, there are two schemes
for obtaining 3D structural information by coherent diffrac-
tion imaging. One is based on direct phase retrieval of a 3D
diffraction pattern interpolated from a limited number of
two-dimensional �2D� patterns.4,20–22 However, since the dif-
fraction intensity varies at least 5–7 orders from high to low
resolution, reciprocal-space interpolation unavoidably intro-
duces artifacts in the assembled 3D diffraction pattern and
the reconstructed 3D image. The problem may become more
severe for the characterization of 3D structures at the nano-
meter resolution where fewer data points at higher spatial
frequency are available for interpolation. The other scheme
is implemented through the combination of �i� ab initio
phase retrieval of 2D coherent diffraction patterns with itera-
tive algorithms7,23,24 and �ii� 3D tomographic image
reconstruction.12 The difficulty in this scheme is the require-
ment of aligning the 2D projection images to a common
rotation axis for 3D reconstruction.

To solve this alignment problem, the “cross-correlation”
method �CCM� used in electron tomography works well
when successive projections are taken with a small angular
increment.25,26 However, for the x-ray-diffraction measure-
ments, the number of projections is sometimes limited due
to, e.g., radiation damage to biological specimens,27 which
makes the CCM method less reliable. In addition, CCM also
accumulates alignment errors by comparing the projection
images reconstructed from consecutive angles. In this Brief
Report, we present a method for precise alignment of 2D
projection images. The 3D reconstruction of the aligned 2D
projections are performed by using equally sloped tomogra-
phy �EST�, in which the projections are acquired at an equal
slope increment.28 It has been shown in computer simula-

tions and experiments that when the number of projections is
limited, the EST reconstruction is superior to the conven-
tional tomographic methods based on equally angled
projections.28,29

The image alignment method is based on the concept of
moment of charge density distribution, defined as

R = �
i

ri��ri�/�
j

��rj� , �1�

where R is the moment of charge density, and ��ri� and ��rj�
are the electron densities of a projection image at positions i
and j. By using Eq. �1�, we calculate the moments of charge
density along the X and Y axes, X��� and Y���, for the 2D
projection images at different �. Here the specimen is as-
sumed to be tilted around a common rotation axis �the Y
axis� and the beam direction is along the Z axis. Since Y is
the rotation axis, Y��� should be the same for all projection
images, which can be used to align all projections along the
Y axis. A simple approach is to select the projection at 0° to
be the reference projection and shift the other projections to
match Y�0�.

After the alignment of all the projections along the Y axis,
we choose a reference coordinate system with the origin at
the center of the Y axis. Based on this reference coordinate
system, the moment of charge density for an aligned projec-
tion at a specific angle is a linear combination of the X and Z

FIG. 1. �Color online� The moment of charge density, calculated
from 32 projections, as a function of the angle. Triangles and
squares are the results from our method and CCM, respectively.
Triangles coincide with the circles, which are the exact results of
the model.
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components of the moment of the charge density at other
angles, e.g.,

Xa�45 + �� = Xa�45�cos��� − Za�45�sin��� , �2�

where the subscript a represents the reference coordinate
system with all the projections aligned, and the equation is

obtained by using matrix rotation. Since the projection im-
ages are reconstructed from the diffraction patterns alone,
shifting of the projection along the X and Y axes is indistin-
guishable for the phase retrieval algorithms. Hence we have
X���=Xa���+d���, where d��� represents the shifted distance
along the X axis and is an integral number of pixels. This is
because the smallest phase shift in the phase retrieval algo-
rithms based on the fast Fourier transform is determined by a
pixel. Applying Eq. �2� to 45° +� and 45°−�, we obtain

X�45 + �� + X�45 − �� − 2�X�45� − d�45��cos���

= d�45 + �� + d�45 − �� . �3�

For a specific �, we calculate X�45+��, X�45−��, and
X�45� by using Eq. �1�. The unknown variables in Eq. �3� are
d�45�, d�45+��, and d�45−�� which are nevertheless inte-
gers. We determine d�45� by making d�45+��+d�45−�� an
integer. Once we know d�45�, then Xa�45� is obtained. By
using the same strategy, we calculate Xa�−45�. It is obvious
from Eq. �2� that Za�45� is equal to Xa�−45� when �=−90°.
Once Za�45� and Xa�45� are known, the moment of charge
density of the other angles can be calculated for the reference
coordinate system based on Eq. �2�. After obtaining Xa��� at
each angle, we shift the X��� to match Xa��� and hence all
the projections are aligned. A special advantage of the mo-
ment of charge density is that it allows double checking of
the alignment errors by using other angles. There are a num-
ber of angles we may use because the diffraction patterns are
acquired at an equally sloped increment; i.e., it is symmetri-
cal around 45° and −45°.28,29

To quantitatively compare the moment of charge density
method with CCM, we constructed a 3D model which has a
big ball with a diameter of 400 nm and an inner small ball
with a diameter of 100 nm. The electron density of the small
ball is 100 times larger than that of the big one. The center of

FIG. 2. Comparison of the tomographic reconstructions of a 3D
model system from 32 projections aligned by CCM and the moment
of charge density method. ��a�–�c�� Original three slices of the 3D
model at 95–105, 145–155, and 195–205 nm, respectively. ��d�–�f��
Three corresponding slices of the reconstructed model from 32 pro-
jections by using the CCM alignment. ��g�–�i�� Three corresponding
slices of the reconstructed model from 32 projections by using the
moment of charge density alignment method. The grayscale repre-
sents the density distribution and the indices on the left and below
the panels are the pixel numbers.

FIG. 3. �Color online� 27 reconstructed images of a GaN-Ga2O3

quantum dot nanoparticle, aligned by the moment of charge density
method. Each angle is shown on the top of panel �in degrees�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Three slices of the 3D reconstructed
GaN-Ga2O3 structure at 153–170, 238–255, and 323–340 nm, re-
spectively. ��a�–�c�� Three corresponding slices reconstructed from
27 projections aligned by CCM. ��d�–�f�� Three corresponding
slices through the moment of charge density alignment method. The
color represents the density distribution and the indices on the left
and below the panels are the pixel numbers.
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big ball is at the origin and the center of the small one is 120
nm apart from the origin along the X axis. We also set the
beam direction along the Z axis and the rotation axis along
the Y axis. In the simulation, 32 equally sloped projections
were distributed from −90° to 90° with the pixel size of 10
nm.

We randomly shifted the 32 projections by a few pixels
along the X and Y axes and then aligned them by using our
method and CCM. Figure 1 shows the moment of charge
density of the 32 projections along the X axis as a function of
the angle. The triangles represent the moments of charge
density obtained by our method which coincide with the ex-
act results of the model �circles�. The squares represent the
data points obtained by CCM where we used a simple ver-
sion of CCM. To align two projection images �1 and �2, we
shifted �2 to have the maximum value of cross correlation at
r=0. The cross correlation �1�r���2�r� is calculated by

�1�r� � �2�r� = �
−�

�

�1�r���2�r + r��dr�. �4�

Figure 1 shows that the CCM works well below 30°. But
for larger angles CCM misaligned the position of the mo-
ment of charge density along the X axis. Using the cross
correlation as a criterion, CCM tends to align two consecu-
tive projections by maximizing their overlap, which may de-
viate from the correct solution when the angular increment of
the projections is relatively large. Another problem with
CCM is the accumulation of alignment errors. Since it is
based on the cross correlation of successive projections, an
alignment error in one angle will be carried on to the next
angle. As shown in Fig. 1, the position of the moment of
charge density differs from the exact one after 32°. The dif-
ference increases linearly until it reaches 90° with an error of
12 pixels.

Figures 2�a�–2�c� show three slices of the model at 95–
105, 145–155, and 195–205 nm of the model, respectively.
Figures 2�d�–2�f� show the same three slices of the recon-
structed model from 32 projections, aligned by CCM. The
3D tomographic reconstruction was performed by using the
EST method.28,29 The misalignment of the projections be-
tween 32° and 90° by CCM causes significant distortion in
the reconstructed image. Figures 2�g�–2�i� show the same
three slices of the reconstructed model by using the moment
of charge density alignment method, which are almost iden-
tical to the original slices except for some weak streaks out-
side the sphere. These streaks are caused by the 3D tomog-
raphic reconstruction from a limited number of projections.

We have also applied the moment of charge density
method to the 3D image reconstruction of a GaN-Ga2O3

quantum dot nanoparticle. By using an undulator beamline at
SPring-8, we obtained a tilt series of 27 coherent x-ray-
diffraction patterns from a single micron-sized GaN-Ga2O3

nanoparticle.30 The diffraction patterns were directly inverted
to 2D images by the guided hybrid input-output algorithm.24

Using the moment of charge density method, we aligned the
27 reconstructed images, shown in Fig. 3. The consistency of
the alignment was verified by using a few pairs of angles.
For a comparison purpose, we also aligned the 27 images by
CCM. The 3D tomographic reconstruction was performed by
EST. Figure 4 shows three slices of the 3D reconstructed
image at 153–170, 238–255, and 323–340 nm, respectively,
where the upper panel ��a�–�c�� was obtained by CCM and
the lower panel ��d�–�f�� was obtained by the moment of
charge density. Careful examination of Fig. 4 indicates that
the 3D reconstruction through CCM is more distorted and
discontinuous than that through the moment of charge den-
sity alignment method. The streaks in Figs. 4�d�–4�f� are due
to the tomographic reconstruction from a limited number of
projections.

The improvement of the moment alignment method could
be further demonstrated by comparing the diffraction ampli-
tudes between the reconstructed object and experimental data
directly. Define the error function as

TABLE I. The error functions defined by Eq. �5� are listed for
all the angles. The columns from left to right are error functions of
3D reconstructed object through CCM and the moment alignment
method.

Angle
�deg� CCM Our method

0 0.371 0.340

7.13 0.354 0.323

14.04 0.342 0.310

20.56 0.331 0.300

26.57 0.323 0.295

32.01 0.325 0.299

36.87 0.352 0.337

41.19 0.350 0.337

45 0.361 0.329

48.81 0.362 0.327

53.13 0.351 0.317

57.99 0.361 0.309

63.43 0.353 0.295

69.44 0.434 0.369

−7.13 0.381 0.356

−14.04 0.379 0.372

−20.56 0.375 0.370

−26.57 0.369 0.340

−32.01 0.385 0.341

−36.87 0.378 0.352

−41.19 0.393 0.371

−45 0.409 0.361

−48.81 0.409 0.348

−53.13 0.383 0.340

−57.99 0.346 0.297

−63.43 0.353 0.332

−69.44 0.423 0.381

Average 0.368 0.335
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erf =

�
k�D

��H�k�� − �F�k���

�
k�D

�F�k��
, �5�

where �H�k�� and �F�k�� are the Fourier amplitudes of recon-
structed image and experimental amplitudes, respectively.
The range of diffraction pattern, D, is chosen for the central
401�401 pixels with high signal-to-noise ratio. Table I lists
the calculated error functions at all angles. The moment
alignment method has reduced 10%–20% errors of the result
of CCM method.

In summary, we developed the moment of charge density
method to resolve the image alignment problem in 3D coher-
ent diffraction microscopy. By using a 3D model system, we
demonstrated that the method improves the alignment accu-
racy over the commonly used CCM approach.25,26 CCM
tends to produce large errors when the projections are taken
with a large angular increment, and also accumulates align-

ment errors from successive projections. Furthermore, it is
difficult to double check the alignment accuracy obtained by
CCM. All of these difficulties are resolved by using the mo-
ment of the charge density for alignment target. We applied
this method to the 3D reconstruction of a GaN-Ga2O3 quan-
tum dot particle from 27 coherent x-ray-diffraction patterns.
The 3D structure obtained by the moment of charge density
method indeed improved over that obtained by CCM. We
believe that this alignment method not only can be used for
3D coherent diffraction microcopy, but also may be appli-
cable to other tomographic reconstructions.
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